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Previews
meshes well with pharmacological experiments show-Actin’s Actions in
ing that interfering with F-actin inhibits LTP (Kim andLTP-Induced Synapse Growth Lisman, 1999). The application of actin depolymerizing
agents might seem too disruptive of cell integrity to
provide useful information, but in the doses and duration
applied, these agents do not affect cell morphology orF-actin is required for LTP induction, but the underly-
NMDA-mediated synaptic transmission. Actin is thusing mechanisms are unclear. New results show that
likely to have a specific role in regulating AMPA-medi-LTP produces an increase in actin-rich spines. Fur-
ated transmission and its potentiation by LTP.thermore, these spines have large synapses, strongly
Determining the mechanism by which actin promotessuggesting that LTP involves synapse growth. This
LTP is not going to be simple. A possible scenario isprocess appears to require LIMK-1 phosphorylation
that what happens first is actin-dependent spine en-of the actin depolymerizing factor cofilin.
largement. It is known that spine size and synapse size
are highly correlated (Lisman and Harris, 1993), and itInformation storage in the brain involves changes in the
is possible that enlargement of the spine makes possiblestrength of synaptic connections, but the mechanisms
enlargement of the synapse. On the other hand, theunderlying changes in strength remain unclear. One pos-
causal linkage might go in the other direction: synapsessibility is that synapses of fixed size can change their
might enlarge first and then direct spine enlargement.strength due to modulatory processes. For instance, the
A further complication is that there are multiple actindensity of AMPA channels could be increased or the
pools in spines (Halpain et al., 1998; Kaech et al., 1997;conductance of existing channels enhanced. Alterna-
Rao and Craig, 2000; Star et al., 2002). Recent anatomi-tively, synapses might become stronger by growing
cal work (Capani et al., 2001) gives information aboutlarger. In this issue of Neuron, Fukazawa et al. (2003)
the location of these pools (Figure 1). One of these isprovide evidence for LTP-induced synaptic growth and
the actin that fills the spine head of large spines. Aimplicate actin in this process.
second pool is contained in the postsynaptic densityThe work uses long-term potentiation (LTP) in the den-
(PSD) where it serves to anchor regulatory proteins and
tate gyrus as a model system for studying synaptic
possibly AMPA channels (Lisman and Zhabotinsky,
learning. Importantly, dentate granule cells have two
2001). A third pool is localized in a specialized form of
input pathways that synapse at different distances from
smooth endoplasmic reticulum, the spine apparatus.
the cell body and that can be separately stimulated and
This structure is present in over 80% of the mushroom
strengthened. The authors induced LTP in one, using
spines in adult animals but is quite rare at P15, indicating
the other as a control. At some time later, the animals that it is a sign of synaptic maturation (Spacek and
were sacrificed, and the molecular composition of the Harris, 1997). The actin in the spine apparatus makes a
two dendritic regions were determined by biochemical direct link to the synapse. The function of this linkage
and immunohistochemical methods. A key finding is that is not known, but since the membrane of the spine appa-
LTP produces a clear and persistent increase in the ratus contains high concentrations of AMPA and NMDA
labeling for F-actin in the dendritic regions where LTP channels (Nusser et al., 1998), the linkage could be in-
was induced but not in the control region. Analysis at volved in receptor trafficking. The actin in the spine
the EM level reveals that the increase in F-actin occurs apparatus binds the protein synaptopodin (Deller et al.,
in spines—the small protrusions from the dendrite that 2000). The function of this protein is not known, but
are the principal site of synaptic contacts. intriguingly, Fukazawa et al. find that the spine content
Fukazawa et al. also found that LTP produces an in- of this protein is enhanced after LTP.
crease in average synapse diameter, and additional re- Fukazawa et al. provide one more tantalizing piece of
sults specifically relate this growth to actin. They first information that suggests a mechanism by which actin
confirmed an earlier report (Capani et al., 2001) that polymerization could be enhanced after LTP. A major
the F-actin content of spines is heterogeneous; some mediator of the depolymerization of F-actin is the protein
spines, especially the large mushroom spines, are actin- cofilin. This protein is itself regulated; it becomes inac-
rich, while others are actin-poor. Fukazawa et al. found tive when phosphorylated by LIM Kinase, thus allowing
that, after LTP induction, there was a persistent increase polymerization to proceed. The results presented by
in the fraction of spines with high F-actin content. Re- Fukazawa et al. show that LTP causes the phosphoryla-
markably, the synapses in spines with high F-actin con- tion of cofilin and that blocking this phosphorylation
tent had twice the diameter of those with low F-actin inhibits LTP. Thus, a reasonable hypothesis would be
content. This suggests that LTP enhances the actin con- that LIM Kinase activation during LTP induction is nec-
tent of some spines and makes the spines and synapses essary for the addition of F-actin to spines and that
larger. Since larger synapses would presumably have this addition is somehow coupled to the growth and
more of the AMPA type of glutamate channels, this could strengthening of the synapse. In evaluating this hypoth-
contribute to the enhanced transmission that occurs after esis further, it would be desirable to know whether
LTP. These and other recent results (Ostroff et al., 2002) blocking cofilin phosphorylation blocks the formation of
strengthen the case for synapse growth during LTP. large actin-rich spines. This results would be particularly
interesting given the finding that knockout of LIM-1 Ki-The evidence that actin changes occur during LTP
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Figure 1. Three Pools of F-Actin in Synaptic Spines
The upper panels are single computed slices through electron tomographic volumes of spines labeled for F-actin using phaloidin-eosin photo
conversion, from hippocampus CA1 (A) and cerebellar cortex molecular layer (B) (see Capani et al., 2001). Labeling is concentrated between
the lamellae of the spine apparatus (SA) and the postsynaptic density (arrowheads). Bundles of actin are seen traversing between these
entities (large arrow). In Purkinje cells, which have no spine apparatus, actin filaments fill the head and also can be followed between the
smooth ER and the postsynaptic membrane (large arrow). Diffuse staining for actin is also seen (asterisks). The stereo computer graphic
reconstruction in the bottom panel is of the CA1 synapse and shows actin bundles (blue) as well as the spine apparatus (yellow) and the
postsynaptic density (purple). These figures were kindly provided by Dr. Mark Ellisman.
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